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Introduction to me
• Particle physicist working on the ATLAS experiment
• Science communicator and diversity, equity and inclusion
advocate.

• Some roles:
• ATLAS Outreach Coordinator
• ATLAS Social Media Manager
• ATLAS D&I Contact
• Member of TIGER in STEMM
• The Inclusion Group for Equity in Research in STEMM
• Group of UK-based STEMM (Science, Technology,

Engineering, Maths and Medicine) professionals & students
who are passionate about improving equality, diversity,
inclusion & accessibility.

• We work together on campaigns with broad impact & also
support one another in our activism within our own
disciplines, demographics or institutions.

http://blogs.nature.com/onyourwavelength/2021/03/23/diversity-leads-to-impactwhat-we-learned-from-running-an-inclusive-and-accessible-physics-webinar-series/
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Why we launched a webinar series
• Women, people of colour, people who are LGBTQ+ and

people who have disabilities were under-represented in
online physics panels and webinars, and that speakers
from marginalized demographics and identities were not
always aﬀorded the visibility and courtesy that is usually
expected in the field.

• Considerations for adequate accessibility to the broadcast
were often overlooked.

• Within four weeks of initially coming together, we launched
the inaugural TIGER in STEMM summer webinar series in
physics on the 6th of August 2020.

• Our vision:
• to demonstrate that incorporating diversity, inclusion

and accessibility compromised neither the impact nor
the quality of the scientific discussion.

• Strived to prove that by placing these values and principles at
the core of our enterprise, scientific discussion and
dissemination would be enhanced and the impact of this
style of communicating science would be amplified.
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What we (and you) can learn
• Diversity leads to impact.
• With a total audience nearing 1000 people over the 5 event series, it was clear that prioritising diversity on
an equal footing as achievements of the speakers enhanced the engagement with the event.

• A support network is key.
• Support from the wider TIGERS network.
• Amplified by TIGERS account and people’s personal following.
• Accessibility is more diﬃcult, but not impossible, without a budget.
• We struggled to find free software support for captioning during the webinars.
• Used live subtitles of Microsoft PowerPoint, which worked OK, but was not perfect.
• Timing and frequency require careful consideration.
• Scheduled the series for consecutive weeks in August and early September.
• Most university academics, school teachers and students are on vacation.
• May have amplified webinar fatigue among our audience.
• While it could be due to the unique amount of stress that 2020 generated, we acknowledge that this
was particularly evident from limited survey feedback received after the conclusion of the series.

• So, timing should be considered as a factor for accessibility and engagement.
• Diversity attracts diversity.
• Webinars and platforms that promote and safeguard diversity and equity are a powerful medium to attract
a diverse audience.

• As clearly shown from our feedback survey, this positive feedback eﬀect yielded an even greater
representation of minoritised people in our audience than is seen in the general UK population.
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Our approach
• Eight early career speakers (postgraduate to principal investigator level) from
the full spectrum of physics including quantum and particle physics,
astronomy and planetary geophysics, biophysics and material physics.

• Invited speakers from and of diﬀerent ethnicities, sexualities, gender identities
and speakers with disabilities to present their latest, mostly unpublished
research and innovation.

• Also invited, but not required, to share their experiences and expertise in
the areas of diversity and inclusion in their respective disciplines.

• Over five weeks, we broadcast the webinars live via TIGER in STEMM YouTube
channel

• audience ranging from secondary school students to university academics.
• Chairs:
• invited prominent physicists who themselves represented marginalised
groups within the UK’s physics community.

• Chat moderation and clear signposting to the expected code of conduct
• to achieve a mutually supportive space for multidisciplinary conversation
where everybody, regardless of their background, was invited to be
represented and felt free to ask questions.

• Dedicate the webinar series to the late Canadian-born Black American
geophysicist, Claudia Alexander.
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Our approach
• Used the TIGER in STEMM Twitter account and our supporter email list to announce and promote the webinars
presented by each speaker.

• Events were free for anybody to attend and participate.
• Encouraged attendees to donate to the London-based charity Generating Genius
• Supports underprivileged students from Black and ethnic minority backgrounds to gain access to higher
education in STEM disciplines.

• Used our platform to highlight the role that grassroots organisations such as this charity play in ensuring a

diverse and more robust future for physics in the UK – and that talking about diversity in physics is as important
as physics itself.
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• Live audience of over 450 attendees across the five sessions were treated to eight

How it went

world-class public lectures.

• The availability of the webinars for playback on YouTube attracted a further 500+
unique viewers so far.

• Topics ranged from: spectral properties of novel chiral materials to refining the
standard model of particle physics

• The speakers’ observations on diversity and inclusion in physics also sparked rich

discussions on some of the key issues in physics including workplace culture and
challenges faced by physicists working in universities and in industry.

• Post-event feedback survey filled out by attendees:
• confirmed that the audience found our speakers engaging (>92% of the 37
respondents giving a rating of 4/5 or 5/5)

• and that the content and language were accessible (>94% giving a rating of 4/5
or 5/5)

• Found evidence that these events were particularly well attended by viewers from
marginalised groups.

• 27% of the respondents confirmed identifying within the LGBTQIA+ umbrella
• 18% identified as either Black, being of mixed ethnicities, or other ethnic minorities
• These marginalised groups make up much smaller proportions in the UK
population and represent even smaller minorities among physicists. This fact
aﬃrmed our case that webinars and platforms that promote and safeguard
diversity and equity are a powerful medium to attract a diverse audience.

• They inspire and reach a more diverse group of aspiring, developing and

established physicists, yielding an even greater representation of minoritised
people than is seen in the general UK population.
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Onwards and upwards
• The learnings from the inaugural series remain strikingly clear:
• Diversity of speakers can not only enhance inclusion in virtual meetings and

webinars, it can also strengthen and complement the quality of the scientific
discussion, engagement, and impact in the event.

• Having demonstrated this through our pilot series, despite being brief and

unfunded, the evidence for the boons of broadening the diversity of physicists
who are invited to speak while building a platform where everybody feels
respected and safe is irrefutable.

• Following the success of the physics webinar series, TIGER in STEMM have now
secured a grant from the Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC) to host a follow-up
series in chemistry in summer 2021 (https://www.tigerinstemm.org/events/
summer-2021-webinar-series-in-chemistry).

• The organisational team was expanded with new members bringing additional
expertise and perspectives.

• Decided to feature early career and undergraduate speakers, where the latter

received training in a session on eﬀective public speaking delivered by a proficient
science communicator.

• Abstract submission for undergrads, with broad selection team.
• Having a modest budget has allowed us to add a live-captioning service and
training for the undergraduates.

• We also provided the opportunity for speakers to request a grant for child
support and disability support.

• Yesterday we had the first webinar of this series and it went very well.
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Thank you
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